12/27/18 Assisted Brooklyn Heights FD with odor of gas on Shady Ridge, unable to locate scent. Report of reckless driver on I-480 W/B; stood by at exit ramp; vehicle continued on I-480 W/B.

12/28/18 Report taken regarding theft of excavator and trailer stolen from business on Granger Road; party also reporting attempted theft and damage to personal vehicle.

01/01/19 Report of male waving down vehicles on Schaaf / Granger Roads trying to get a ride; located and given courtesy ride to Denny's. Driver with warrant fled from officers trying to take him into custody; left area at high rate of speed; attempt to stop terminated.

01/05/19 Observed water leak on Dorset Drive; dispatch notified water department.

01/10/19 Noise complaints (0310 and 0415 hours) on E. Schaaf Road; employees loading salt advised.

01/11/19 Report of party that attempted to remove scrap from local business; occurred on 1/4/19. Report of intoxicated male blocking traffic on I-480 E/B; same highly intoxicated and charged with OVI (refusal), slow speed and open container.

01/12/19 Located open bay and man door at local business; stood by for keyholder; building secured.

01/13/19 Mutual aid requested from Independence PD regarding suspicious male pulling on doors at business on Granger Road; male has dementia and was missing from Garfield Heights. Party from traffic stop cited for Failure to Reinstall and Driving within Marked Lanes; two passengers had active warrants. Also located mirror with drug residue, pills, counterfeit $100, and spoon with suspected heroin; charges pending.

01/15/19 Theft of two catalytic converters and two license plates from local business; report taken and area given special attention; theft happened within past week. Report of a motor vehicle accident involving Independence officer and cruiser; no injuries; other driver cited for careless operation, full time and attention, improper lane change, approach public safety vehicle, and texting while driving.

01/17/19 Party at station with found dog, no tags; advised to take to Cuyahoga County Animal Shelter in Valley View.

01/19/19 ODOT requesting removal of disabled vehicle on I-480 E/B ramp; owner arrived on scene with assistance. Multiple reports of vehicles spun out on roadways due to snow storm.

01/20/19 Report of a possible intoxicated driver on West 7th in blue minivan; no plate information; unable to locate. Advised numerous snow plow operators not to push snow into or across the street when plowing.

01/21/19 Report of suspicious vehicle on West 7th; checks ok, home health care worker eating dinner.

01/22/19 Report of suicidal female at local business; same walked away from group home; transported to hospital. Report of possible intoxicated driver traveling I-480 W/B; unable to locate.

01/23/19 Party on station reporting being threatened by co-worker; report taken.